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Welcome welcome to Week 2 of learning how to design & build 
your very own website.

This week we will learn how to build our very own Homepage in our Theme - Divi and explore 
graphics & branding your site to make it authentically you.  

By now you will have a good understanding of how Wordpress works and you would have prac-
ticed uploading and activating plugins and poked around the dashbord and played with a few 

things (because playing is how we learn!).

I also hope that you’ve had fun picking your fonts, and have uploaded your logo and played with 
the settings in the Customiser. 

So with no further ado, let’s get started!

Make sure you have chosen your fonts (don’t worry you can change them anytime) and 
played with the settings in the Customiser.

Uploaded your Logo, Favicon & had a look and play with the Divi Options.

Collected a few nice images and backgrounds for your homepage and maybe had a 
play in optimising them (in Images & Optimisation PDF).

Written out or drawn the anatomy of your homepage and added your pages & created 
your menus in Wordpress.  Read “Anatomy of a Home Page” Workbook Week 1.

FIRST STEPS
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Acquaint yourself with the Divi Builder and it’s options on the Edit Page.

Acquaint yourself with the Visual Builder (easiest)

Picking and installing a template for the Home page and other options of how to build 
your pages.

Optimising Images and more in the Media library

Learning about Sections and how to make & edit them.

Learning about Rows and how to make and edit them.

Learning about Modules & how to insert & edit them.

Divi Switch install plugin & options

Backgrounds (colours, images & overlays) in Divi and how to use them wisely

The Divi Library and how to save and load layouts

Creating a bulleted list and a gold border - a little on CSS (you will need to log into
the members area and go to Code Snippets to cut and paste for this bit). 

Playing with dividers.

ALL ABOUT DIVI & DESIGN
For the next steps you’ll be following my instructions.  If you aren’t there live, just watch the replay as we go 
through this checklist.  All questions will be answered on the Zoom at the end or in the Facebook group.

* A note on Additional CSS.

CSS means Cascading Style sheets and it is CSS that makes a website look the way it does.  It specifies, spacing, 
colours, fonts, actions etc.  Fortunately, your theme has it’s own Stylesheet and provides you with options to choose 
(like in the customiser) that affects that Stylesheet. 

However, if there is something that Divi doesn’t do, then you can add snippets of code here.  Throughout the course, 
I’ll add snippets to the libarary where you can cut and paste it in here.  
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OPTIMISING YOUR IMAGES & BEST SIZING
Some of you might be wondering what optimising your images for your website actually means?

The long and short of it.. correct optimising is making sure your images are the correct dimension 
& file size suitable for upload to your website, so that your web site loads quickly.

Too large of a file size & dimension, your website will load slowly and your viewers will quickly get 
impatient and leave, or too optimised (yes there is such a thing),  your images will look pixealated, 

grainy & unprofessional.

So how do we make sure that you have the correct file size?  Below I’ve outlined a few points to 
follow along so that you optimse your images perfectly.

File sizes should NOT be more than 1MB.  Image width should not be more than 2000 
pixels.   If you have a large image to use in your header,  make them 1600px x 850px (or 
less depending on how high you want your header) and compress the image to under 
1mb without affecting the quality of the image.  Header images should always be land-
scape oriented.  

IMAGES SHOULD ALWAYS BE 72 DPI WHICH IS WEB RESOLUTION.

If you have smaller images for your site, don’t make them too large - keep them around 
600 to 800 pixels wide and whatever orientation you would like it - square, landscape 
or portrait.  Keep these images well under 400kb - the lower the better without losing 
quality

Background images for your site should also be around 1600 pixels wide so that they 
can stretch with your content.  Remember to keep the file size down so that your site 
loads quickly.

OPTIMISATION & DIMENSION GUIDELINES

HERE ARE SOME PROGRAMS TO HELP YOU OPTIMISE YOUR IMAGES:

Adobe Photoshop (you might not have it, but if you do GREAT!)
Affinity - https://affinity.serif.com/en-us/photo/ (not free - like Photoshop but not expensive)

Gimp - https://www.gimp.org/  
Image Optim - https://imageoptim.com/mac

Tiny PNG - https://tinypng.com/

OR WORDPRESS PLUGINS:
 

https://wordpress.org/plugins/imagify/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/shortpixel-image-optimiser/

https://wordpress.org/plugins/optimus/
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HOMEWORK FOR WEEK 2

Continue to work on your homepage.  Play with backgrounds, optimising & using the 
sections, rows & modules 

Play with adding different sections, rows & modules to your page.  Start with a tem-
plate and then play around with it. 

Try playing with adding gold borders to your sections, rows or borders or a fun bullet-
ted list as shown in the video.

PLEASE NOTE:

The amount you will get from this course comes from your commitment to learn.  I can show you everything in 
1.5 hours, but the real learning and progress comes from the doing.  This is how I taught myself 18 years ago (but 
from blogs & videos that I Googled).

Please give yourself the opportunity & discipline throughout the week to go through your homework and 
prepare for the next weeks’ session so that you don’t fall behind and thus become overwhelmed.

Always reach out on the Facebook page if you have any questions.  I am here for you throughout this course to 
guide you to reaching your goal.
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Remember that Elegant Themes - the theme developer of Divi has incredible tutorials and 
videos to help you learn Divi... so use them.  The links are in the Member’s Area under 
Resources.

Divi also has a pretty awesome feature that when you click on the help button on any of the 
Sections, Rows or Modules a video tutorial pops up to guide you through.   Use this or watch 
over the video if you have any issues understanding the concept of this theme.


